Helping
to GROW YOU...
and THEM!
UPDATE - Please note that all trainings and workshops scheduled to be held at Region 18
facilities between now and March 29th are canceled. Distance Learning will continue to be
oﬀered as an alternative option due to the face to face training cancellations.
All registered session attendees will be receiving email instructions for distance learning.

Updated 3/18/2020

Region 18 Education Service Center is one of 20 service centers that serve Texas
educational needs. We are a non-regulatory agency; our relationship with school
districts is collaborative and supportive.
Our purpose is to aid teachers and administrators in their role as educators of our
children.
Our mission is to serve as a ﬁrst-choice partner in meeting the educational needs of all
students in Region 18.
We serve as a liaison between the Texas Education Agency and the local school
districts and the schools they serve by disseminating information, conducting training,
and providing consultations for both federal and state programs. Our staﬀ is composed
of knowledgeable educators dedicated to excellence in education.
Although we provide services and tools nationwide, our assigned regional area
encompasses:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

37,553 square miles
19 counties
33 school districts
21 private schools
7 charter schools
5 institutes of higher education
More than 6,300 educators
More than 87,000 students

Region18
Region18ESC

This is a draft - For the most current version, visit www.esc18.net
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How do I register? Go to www.esc18.net > workshop system > search by workshop # or title.
If viewing a PDF on a device, click the session number.

Looking for speciﬁc T-TESS or T-PESS sessions? Go to www.esc18.net > workshop
system > search by keyword > T-TESS / T-PESS drop down menu (located under search bar)

In order to provide the ultimate training experience for all participants, Region 18 does not allow anyone other than trainers,
participants, and district staff members in workshops. Children are not permitted in training rooms or unattended areas of the
ESC for their safety. Thank you for your cooperation and understanding.
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ADMINISTRATORS

AS+K Suicide
Prevention

This workshop will equip workshop leaders to lead their
audiences in developing the following skills:
- Know the basic information about suicide prevalence,
risk and protective factors and warning signs.
- Understand the role of the gatekeeper in suicide
prevention.
- Understand that suicide can be prevented from a
public health perspective.
- Have the conﬁdence to respond to someone at risk.
- Connect someone at risk to qualiﬁed care.

3/27/2020

Tech 9

409671

FREE

Bully Prevention &
Intervention

This workshop will provide concrete strategies for Bully
Prevention and Intervention. These strategies include
addressing bullying: School-Wide, in a classroom and
on an individual basis.

3/27/2020

Tech 9

409670

FREE

AEL

The goal of the 3 day AEL training is to provide practical
and relevant examples from the ﬁeld with a balance of
research to allow you to engage in the diﬃcult decisions
and challenges faced by the 21st-century school leader.
The learning experience is designed for novice and
seasoned leaders to learn together and from each
other throughout the three days so that all will gain a
deeper understanding of leadership skills and leave
with practical steps and tools they can quickly transfer
to the real world.

6/9-11/2020

IS-1

394986

$500

7/14-16/2020
(Repeat)

Annex

411543

9/8-10/2020
(Repeat)

IS-1

394989

6/16-18/2020

IS-1

397018

7/21-23/2020
(Repeat)

Annex

411520

8/11-13/2020
(Repeat)

Annex

411521

9/15-17/2020
(Repeat)

IS-1

397022

6/19/2020

Conf B

409683

T-TESS

When Tragedy
Strikes-Crisis
Manual for Schools

During this three day training, appraisers will build their
understanding and skill set with the T-TESS appraisal
process. Appraisers will become familiar with the
T-TESS process to continue improving professional
practices of teachers. They will move from the
procedural to conceptual understanding of how the
domains, dimensions, descriptors and performance
levels of the T-TESS rubric apply to the appraisers' roles
and responsibilities.
This session will provide participants with a manual that
includes every aspect of dealing with a crisis or tragedy
on your campus. e.g. Scripts, Checklists and Protocols.

$500

FREE
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ADMINISTRATORS
Assistant Principal
Leadership
Academy: Learning
to Lead!

Are you a newly hired Assistant Principal? Are you an AP
aspiring to become a campus principal? Are you a
campus instructional leader with the desire to become
a campus administrator? Then this three-day session for
you! You will walk away with with a toolbox of usable
resources to utilize on any campus. Participants will
receive additional training during the fall and spring,
lunch and learn sessions, and on-site half-day capacity
building with an ESC Leadership consultant in the fall
and spring semesters. This is a great professional
networking opportunity for new administrators to "Learn
to Lead!"

6/23-25/2020

Theater

411544

$2,000

T-PESS

During this two day training, participants will come to
understand research-based leadership responsibilities
and practices and be able to identify them in the
indicators of the T-PESS rubric. They will also have an
understanding of the rational, purposes and essential
considerations for implementing T-PESS with ﬁdelity.
Eﬀective use of the T-PESS process, including the
associated instruments, forms, and tools will be
demonstrated in this training.

6/24-25/2020

IS-1

397019

$450

7/29-30/2020
(Repeat)

Annex

411528

8/26-27/2020
(Repeat)

Annex

411530

9/23-24/2020
(Repeat)

IS-1

397025

Texas Instructional
Leadership (TIL)
Support in Action
Coaching

This statewide training and coaching framework is
designed to support campus and district leaders as
they seek to drive instructional improvement and
blends the practices and principles in Paul
Bambrick-Santoyo’s Get Better Faster: A 90-Day Plan for
Coaching New Teachers with the T-TESS appraisal
framework. Action Coaching is intended to provide
campus and district leaders opportunities to develop
proﬁciency in establishing and coaching toward
eﬀective instructional practices in every classroom.
Leaders will attend 2.5 days of face-to-face PD with a
cohort of colleagues (broken into 1.5 days and then two,
half days, spread over 10 to 12 weeks). In between
trainings, ESC staﬀ will customize feedback and
coaching on-site for each participating leader. Coaching
and feedback will be guided by Get Better Faster and
Leverage Leadership research and best practices.

7/13-14/2020

IS-1

411541

$1,000

DMAC Academy
2020 Day 1 : State
Data, Appraisals,
Forms & School
Plans

Learn how to utilize the pieces of DMAC speciﬁcally
designed for Administrators, Counselors, Testing
Coordinators, Teachers, Interventionists and other
campus or district staﬀ members. We’ll share tips and
tricks highlighting relevant reports to analyze, trend,
and compare STAAR and TELPAS data along with how
to generate reports related to accountability measures.
Also learn how to create online forms in FormWorks®,
document appraisals (T-TESS & T-PESS), and demo our
new PlanWorks™ piece for your DIPs and CIPs!

7/14/2020

Tech 9

409808

FREE
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ADMINISTRATORS

DMAC Academy 2020
Day 2 : Local
Assessments, Data
and More!

Learn how to more eﬃciently drive student growth and
improve instruction using local data. Create quality local
assessments aligned to STAAR standards using the TAG
Test Item Bank and collect data in TEKScore (i.e., plain
paper, OMR, online student responses or manual). We’ll
show you how to eﬀortlessly analyze results by
establishing the 1-click reports using the Dashboards and
we’ll also take a look at the lead4ward and Data Exports
applications to further analyze trends and dig deeper into
student performance.

7/15/2020

Tech 9

409809

FREE

DMAC Academy 2020
Day 3 : Creating
Student Plans &
Documentation in
DMAC

Teachers and Administrators can quickly ﬁnd students,
access their state and local assessment history make
adjustments to plans, and record notes or attach ﬁles and
forms. All data seamlessly travels with the student as they
advance from grade to grade or change campuses. This
training is all about student data. With web-based
applications such as Student Portfolio, FormWorks, LPAC,
RtI, PGP and SSI, users can easily create digital
documentation for individual students.

7/16/2020

Tech 9

409810

FREE

6UP - GT 6 hour
Update
Opportunities

Need your required GT 6 hour update? There will be
sessions for serving GT students in the four content areas,
serving low SES GT students, as well as the new state
required GT trainings for counselors and administrators.
Upon completion of the 6 hour sessions, teachers,
counselors, and administrators will receive GT credit.

7/21/2020

Conf
Center
and IS 1
&2

409559

$100 Standard
$50 CSS
$50 GT Services
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Chapter 37:
Discipline, Law and
Order Refresher

This session is a refresher for administrators that have
attended the full day training on Discipline, Law, and Order
within the past 3 years. This is a review of the 425 PEIMS
discipline codes. Participants will problem solve several
scenarios using the PEIMS Appendix E reference sheet.
Participants will have a better understanding of properly
coding violations to the student code of conduct.

7/21/2020
AM

Tech 9

409684

$50

7/21/2020
PM
(Repeat)

Tech 9

409690

$50

Principal Boot Camp

You've been given the keys to your building, now what? Let
us help you navigate your way through hiring, master
schedule, professional development , budget and the
other 101 things you need to do. This will be a three day
Boot Camp, with additional Lunch and Learn dates
throughout your ﬁrst year.

410020

7/22-24/2020

Theater

Circle–Up For
This training will focus on an overview of Restorative
Restorative Practices Discipline. Participants will learn how to build Aﬀective
Statements and how to use Community Building circles in
the classroom.

7/29/2020

Conf
C&D

409682

$100

TexQuest Resources
for College, Career
and Military
Readiness

7/30/2020

Conf B

411342

FREE

Learn how TexQuest state-supported digital resources for
K-12 public and open-enrollment charter school students
help with college, career, and military connections. See full
description in CTE section!

$1,000
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BILINGUAL / ESL / Title III
Conf C & D

409969

$100

Conf A

402656

FREE

Conf C

402657

FREE

Title III: Increasing This session is for educators and administrators 2/18/2020
and Strengthening from Title III districts and charter schools. This
Parental Outreach session
details
the
responsibilities
local
educational agencies have to provide parental
outreach training and activities to support English
learners (ELs), immigrant students, and their
families.

Conf B

411304

FREE

Title III: Increasing
and Strengthening
Family
Engagement and
Community
Engagement:
Navigating the
Resource Tool.

This session details how Title III, Part A-funded
LEAs are required to provide supplemental
community participation programs, and or
parent/family outreach training and activities to
English Learners (ELs), immigrant students, and
their families. This workshop will help you navigate
the resource Tool for Strengthening and Increasing
Family Engagement & Community Engagement.

3/4/2020

Conf C

411315

FREE

Title III: Enhancing
Instructional
Opportunities for
Immigrant
Students

LEAs that experience an unexpected increase in 3/19/2020
the number or percentage of immigrant student
population must be prepared to provide activities
focused on enhancing instructional opportunities
for this population to ensure state academic
standards can be met. The purpose of this session
is to provide suggested activities to enhance
instructional opportunities for immigrant children
and youth and familiarize participants with the
Enhancing
Instructional
Opportunities
for
Immigrant Students resource.

Conf B

411316

FREE

TExES ESL 154 Test This workshop is designed to help educators as 2/24/2020
Prep Training
they prepare for the TExES English as a Second
Language Supplemental # 154 by reviewing key
concepts aligned to the ESL Supplemental Test
framework. This session will provide an overview
of Language Concepts and Language Acquisition,
ESL Instruction and Assessment, and Foundations
of ESL Education, Cultural Awareness and Family.
Language
Proﬁciency
Assessment
Committee - LPAC
End of Year Process

This three hour session provides training to school 4/16/2020
personnel
on
the
Language
Proﬁciency
Assessment Committee (LPAC) policies and 4/22/2020
(Repeat
procedures established by Federal and State
Session)
Legislation. The purpose of this session is to equip
district/school personnel and build capacity for
the purpose of establishing the mandated process
for the "End of the Year" (EOY) LPAC to meet the
needs of English Learners.
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CAREER TECH EDUCATION

CTE Updates

Quick overview of the Programs of Study,
and Perkins 5 with info on the CLNA. Will
be discussing and previewing information
from the CTAT conference and latest TEA
updates. Good session for counselors,
CTE administrators and CTE teachers and
principals.

2/20/2020

Tech 9

401470

FREE

Perkins 5 Grant
Application Training

This will be for those districts who are
applying for Perkins "On their own". Latest
updates from TEA and from the grants
division will be presented, with a
walkthrough
of
completing
the
application.

4/23/2020

IS2

409374

FREE

Amp up College & Career If you haven't seen all that's available in
Connections Using
TexQuest, come and check out resources
TexQuest
for college and career exploration, test
prep and more.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409496

FREE

TexQuest & CTE

Don't miss all that TexQuest has to oﬀer
CTE teachers and others wanting to
encourage a college going culture.
Explore everything from careers, entering
the military questions to building
workplace skills. There are even
resources directly tied to CTE courses
like certiﬁcation test prep and the
complete Chilton automotive library. You
will learn how to use resources to satisfy
your TxCTE scope and sequence.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409499

FREE

Fundamentals of
Welding and Industrial
Certiﬁcation

This is taught by Richard DePue of the 6/2-4/2020
Will be at a
North American Welding Group and will
district oﬀ site
give CTE Teachers the skill to certify their
with a welding
students on basic welding industry
lab
certiﬁcations, including those on “the list”.
The class fee will be $180 for non-CTE
SSA Districts. Previous and new
attendees welcome. Participants will
receive
curriculum
materials
and
measuring gauges. Contact Patrick
Shaﬀer for more details on other
equipment requirements.

TBD

$180
FREE for CTE SSA
Districts

CAREER TECH EDUCATION
FCCLA Summer
Summit: Family, Career
and Community
Leaders of America

This summit is a day-long training for local
FCCLA advisors and chapter oﬃcers. Come
and learn about the organization and about
being a dynamic advisor and local oﬃcer!
During the training, current and/or potential
advisors will learn what it takes to be a
strong advisor focusing on areas such as
classroom
integration,
chapter
management, competitive events, chapter
projects, and fundraising! Meanwhile,
oﬃcers will participate in leadership
development while learning about the
organization, chapter projects, icebreakers,
and opportunities in FCCLA that they can
take back to share with their members!
Each advisor will be eligible to bring a
maximum of 10 oﬃcers to the training.

6/18/2020

Conf A & B

409416

FREE

Microsoft Oﬃce
Specialist (MOS)
Certiﬁcation Training
MOS Reboot
Session/Test Overview

This session includes a quick review of the
core applications in the morning and
certiﬁcations in the afternoon. The
workshop will address MOS exams for
Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Access. This is
a great refresher for those who attended
last year or are new to certifying students.
Includes: Exam preparation/taking Tips and
Tricks, student-involved practice problems
covering all exam objectives, practice
exams utilizing GMetrix Practice Software.
CORE certiﬁcation exams MAY be
administered the last hour of workshop.

7/27/2020

Conf A

410062

$60
FREE for CTE SSA
Districts

Microsoft Oﬃce
Specialist (MOS)
Certiﬁcation Training
MOS Word

This
workshop
includes:
Exam
preparation/taking
Tips
and
Tricks,
student-involved
practice
problems
covering all exam objectives, practice
exams utilizing GMetrix Practice Software.
The real exam will be administered the last
hour of workshop. After the test, participants
will be asked to complete a brief Microsoft
evaluation.

7/28/2020

Conf A

410063

$60/
FREE for CTE SSA
Districts
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CAREER TECH EDUCATION
Conf A

410063

$60/
FREE for CTE SSA
Districts

A two-day session on the application and 7/29/2020 the more "in-depth" Expert examination. 7/30/2020
(You must have passed the MOS WORD
CORE as a prerequisite.) Includes: Exam
preparation/taking
Tips
&
Tricks,
student-involved
practice
problems
covering all exam objectives, practice
exams utilizing GMetrix Practice Software.
The real exam will be administered the
last hour of workshop. After the test,
participants will complete a brief
Microsoft evaluation.

Conf A

410064

$60/
FREE for CTE SSA
Districts

Learn how TexQuest state-supported
digital resources for K-12 public and
open-enrollment charter school students
help with college, career, and military
connections. In the morning, explore
resources from Gale/Cengage with
magazine,
newspaper,
and
even
academic journal articles grouped by
career area, as well as resources with
features to support college level research
and exploration. Information about Chilton
Library, Gale’s automotive repair resource
(with ASE test prep) will be included. In the
afternoon, dig into the new Learning
Express resources from EBSCO. Find
exam prep materials for AP, ACT, SAT, TSI,
ASVAB, and many career certiﬁcation
exams. Learn how students can take
interest and skills inventories, explore
careers, write resumes and letters, and
even search for colleges, scholarships,
and jobs. Available materials include
practice tests, ebooks, and tutorials for
school and career success.

Conf B

411342

FREE

Microsoft Oﬃce
Specialist (MOS)
Certiﬁcation Training MOS
Word

This
workshop
includes:
Exam
preparation/taking Tips and Tricks,
student-involved
practice
problems
covering all exam objectives, practice
exams utilizing GMetrix Practice Software.
The real exam will be administered the
last hour of workshop. After the test,
participants will be asked to complete a
brief Microsoft evaluation.

Microsoft Oﬃce
Specialist (MOS)
Certiﬁcation Training MOS
Expert in Word

TexQuest Resources for
College, Career and
Military Readiness

7/28/2020

7/30/2020
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
CPI (Crisis Prevention
Intervention)

This full day workshop will teach participants how to 2/21/2020
identify the diﬀerent crisis development stages and
appropriate staﬀ responses. Participants will also
learn strategies for dealing with an individual in
crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This is
an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the
enhanced version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired.
Participants must attend the full day.

Tech 9

397292

$95

Anger & Anxiety Prevention and
Intervention Strategies
for the School Setting

Participants will receive practical strategies to help
students, staﬀ and parents with Anger and Anxiety
Management (Prevention) as well as Anger and
Anxiety Control (Interventions).

3/17/2020

Conf A

409651

FREE

AS+K Suicide Prevention This workshop will equip workshop leaders to lead 3/27/2020
their audiences in developing the following skills:
- Know the basic information about suicide
prevalence, risk and protective factors and warning
signs.
- Understand the role of the gatekeeper in suicide
prevention.
- Understand that suicide can be prevented from a
public health perspective.
- Have the conﬁdence to respond to someone at
risk.
- Connect someone at risk to qualiﬁed care.

Tech 9

409671

FREE

Bully Prevention &
Intervention

This workshop will provide concrete strategies for 3/27/2020
Bully Prevention and Intervention. These strategies
include addressing bullying: School-Wide, in a
classroom and on an individual basis.

Tech 9

409670

FREE

CPI (Crisis Prevention
Intervention)

This full day workshop will teach participants how to 3/27/2020
identify the diﬀerent crisis development stages and
appropriate staﬀ responses. Participants will also
learn strategies for dealing with an individual in
crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This is
an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the
enhanced version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired.
Participants must attend the full day.

Tech 9

397293

$95

The Reluctant Student
and Trauma

This training will focus on how emotional trauma
and anxiety can aﬀect both learning and behavior.
Strategies and ideas will be presented to support
students who have experienced trauma.

Tech 9 & 10

409639

$50

4/21/2020
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

The Many Faces of
Anxiety

This session will provide participants with
common types of anxiety, current research
trends, symptoms to watch for as well as
resources for support.

4/21/2020

Tech 9 & 10

409650

$50

CPI (Crisis Prevention
Intervention)

This full day workshop will teach participants
how to identify the diﬀerent crisis development
stages and appropriate staﬀ responses.
Participants will also learn strategies for dealing
with an individual in crisis using verbal and
physical techniques. This is an initial training for
participants who have not been previously
certiﬁed, or previously participated in the
enhanced version, or who's certiﬁcation is
expired. Participants must attend the full day.

5/8/2020

Conf A

397294

$95

Blended Learning Made Participants will learn what blended learning
Easy
actually is and what it isn't. We will discuss
diﬀerent setups and possibilities within a
blended classroom, brainstorm and discuss
what blended learning might look like in your
classroom, and ﬁnally be immersed in an actual
blended learning environment with technology,
tools, and techniques they can walk away with
and utilize immediately.

6/2/2020

Conf AB

414763

7/27/2020
(Repeat)

Conf CD

414764

$100
FREE for TM
Platinum
Districts

This full day workshop will teach participants
how to identify the diﬀerent crisis development
stages and appropriate staﬀ responses.
Participants will also learn strategies for dealing
with an individual in crisis using verbal and
physical techniques. This is an initial training for
participants who have not been previously
certiﬁed, or previously participated in the
enhanced version, or who's certiﬁcation is
expired. Participants must attend the full day.

6/19/2020

Conf A

397296

$95

When Tragedy
This session will provide participants with a
Strikes-Crisis Manual for manual that includes every aspect of dealing
Schools
with a crisis or tragedy on your campus. e.g.
Scripts, Checklists and Protocols.

6/19/2020

Conf B

409683

FREE

Classroom Management This training will focus on positive strategies to
support teachers and paraprofessionals with
classroom management. Participants will have
an opportunity to learn new ideas to help with
behavior and new ways to engage all learners.

6/23/2020

Conf D

409673

$50

You, Me and ADHD

6/23/2020

Conf C

409674

$50

CPI (Crisis Prevention
Intervention)

Practical strategies for dealing with typical
ADHD Characteristics and academic issues.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
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Chapter 37:
Discipline, Law
and Order
Refresher

REPEAT Session Oﬀered: This session is a refresher for
administrators that have attended the full day training
on Discipline, Law, and Order within the past 3 years.
This is a review of the 425 PEIMS discipline codes.
Participants will problem solve several scenarios
using the PEIMS Appendix E reference sheet.
Participants will have a better understanding of
properly coding violations to the student code of
conduct.

7/21/2020
AM

Tech 9

409684

7/21/2020
PM (Repeat)

Tech 9

409690

Classroom
Management

This training will focus on positive strategies to
support teachers and paraprofessionals with
classroom management. Participants will have an
opportunity to learn new ideas to help with behavior
and new ways to engage all learners.

7/23/2020

Conf D

409618

$50

You, Me and
ADHD

Practical strategies for dealing with typical ADHD
Characteristics and academic issues.

7/23/2020

Conf D

409675

$50

Circle–Up For
Restorative
Practices

This training will focus on an overview of Restorative
Discipline. Participants will learn how to build
Aﬀective Statements and how to use Community
Building circles in the classroom.

7/29/2020

Conf CD

409682

$100

Top Ten Tips for
New Teachers

Want to learn some tips and strategies to navigate the
world of ﬁrst year teaching? Join us for a Top 10 List of
essential foundational blocks to help you have a
successful school year!

7/30/2020

Conf C & D

409718

$150
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

CPI (Crisis
Prevention
Intervention)

This full day workshop will teach participants how to
identify the diﬀerent crisis development stages and
appropriate staﬀ responses. Participants will also
learn strategies for dealing with an individual in crisis
using verbal and physical techniques. This is an initial
training for participants who have not been previously
certiﬁed, or previously participated in the enhanced
version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired. Participants
must attend the full day.

8/7/2020

Conf A

397297

$95

$50

$50
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COUNSELORS
401470

CTE Updates

Quick overview of the Programs of Study, and Perkins
5 with info on the CLNA. Will be discussing and
previewing information from the CTAT conference and
latest TEA updates. Good session for counselors, CTE
administrators and CTE teachers and principals.

2/20/2020

Tech 9

EOP Development
workshop

To support districts in developing a high-quality,
multi-hazard EOP, the Texas School Safety Center will
be hosting a series of no cost trainings to assist
school districts, open-enrollment charter schools and
community colleges through the development and
evaluation of their EOP. Participants are encouraged
to bring a copy of their current EOP to this training.
New legislative requirements will be addressed.

3/3/2020

Conf AB

https://txssc.tx FREE
state.edu/event
s/eop-trainings
/

Safety and Security
Audit training
workshop

To support districts in meeting the safety and security
audit requirements of Texas Education Code 37.108,
the TxSSC has developed a one-day training that
reviews and demonstrates safety and security audit
procedures. New legislative mandates will be covered
and addressed in this training. Participants will have
an opportunity, in table-group audit teams, to identify
safety and security issues of Texas schools and
practice the processes of conducting a school safety
and security audit.This course will require a safety and
security audit prerequisite for the TxSSC’s in-person
School Safety and Security Audit Training. The online
course will provide instruction on the audit process
including statutory requirements, establishment of
audit teams, conducting intruder assessments,
conducting the on-site facility audit, writing reports,
making recommendations, and reporting results.

3/4/2020

Conf AB

https://txssc.tx FREE
state.edu/event
s/ss-audit-train
ings/

Anger & Anxiety Prevention and
Intervention
Strategies for the
School Setting

Participants will receive practical strategies to help
students, staﬀ and parents with Anger and Anxiety
Management (Prevention) as well as Anger and
Anxiety Control (Interventions).

3/17/2020

Conf A

409651

FREE

FREE
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COUNSELORS
AS+K Suicide
Prevention

This workshop will equip workshop leaders to lead their
audiences in developing the following skills:
- Know the basic information about suicide prevalence, risk
and protective factors and warning signs.
- Understand the role of the gatekeeper in suicide
prevention.
- Understand that suicide can be prevented from a public
health perspective.
- Have the conﬁdence to respond to someone at risk.
- Connect someone at risk to qualiﬁed care.

3/27/2020

Tech 9

409671

FREE

Bully Prevention
& Intervention

This workshop will provide concrete strategies for Bully
Prevention and Intervention. These strategies include
addressing bullying: School-Wide, in a classroom and on
an individual basis.

3/27/2020

Tech 9

409670

FREE

The Reluctant
Student and
Trauma

This training will focus on how emotional trauma and
anxiety can aﬀect both learning and behavior. Strategies
and ideas will be presented to support students who have
experienced trauma.

4/21/2020

Tech 9 & 10

409639

$50

The Many Faces
of Anxiety

This session will provide participants with common types
of anxiety, current research trends, symptoms to watch for
as well as resources for support.

4/21/2020

Tech 9 & 10

409650

$50

Parent & Family
Engagement
CollaborationConnecting
Compliance with
Eﬀective
Partnerships

Understanding the Parent and Family Engagement
requirements of Title I-A does not always mean
understanding how to put them into practice. In this
session, Title I districts from Region 15 will collaborate on
how to implement the requirements of Title I-A for PFE in
order to reach and engage families. Districts will share
ideas, best-practices, barriers, and solutions in order to
build an eﬀective plan for creating meaningful parent and
family partnerships.

5/12/2020

Conf C /
Distance
Learning

Teaching
Parenting The
Positive
Discipline Way

Are you open to learning something new about raising
children? Do you want to learn in a fun way? If so, This one
day workshop is designed to give parents the opportunity
to learn the underlying motivations of children's behavior
and the role you play in inﬂuencing that behavior.

5/18/2020

IS-1

407468

FREE

Amp up College
& Career
Connections
Using TexQuest

If you haven't seen all that's available in TexQuest, come
and check out resources for college and career
exploration, test prep and more.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409496

FREE

Apart of FPD FREE
Meeting
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COUNSELORS

TexQuest & CTE

Don't miss all that TexQuest has to oﬀer CTE teachers
and others wanting to encourage a college going
culture. Explore everything from careers, entering the
military questions to building workplace skills. There
are even resources directly tied to CTE courses like
certiﬁcation test prep and the complete Chilton
automotive library. You will learn how to use
resources to satisfy your TxCTE scope and sequence.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409499

FREE

When Tragedy
Strikes-Crisis
Manual for Schools

This session will provide participants with a manual
that includes every aspect of dealing with a crisis or
tragedy on your campus. e.g. Scripts, Checklists and
Protocols.

6/19/2020

Conf B

409683

FREE

You, Me and ADHD

Practical strategies for dealing with typical ADHD
Characteristics and academic issues.

6/23/2020

Conf C

409674

$50

DMAC Academy
2020 Day 1 : State
Data, Appraisals,
Forms & School
Plans

Learn how to utilize the pieces of DMAC speciﬁcally
designed for Administrators, Counselors, Testing
Coordinators, Teachers, Interventionists and other
campus or district staﬀ members. We’ll share tips and
tricks highlighting relevant reports to analyze, trend,
and compare STAAR and TELPAS data along with
how to generate reports related to accountability
measures. We will also show you how to create online
forms in FormWorks®, document appraisals (T-TESS
& T-PESS), and demo our new PlanWorks™ piece for
your DIPs and CIPs!

7/14/2020

Tech 9

409808

FREE

DMAC Academy
2020 Day 2 : Local
Assessments, Data
and More!

Learn how to more eﬃciently drive student growth
and improve instruction using local data. Create
quality local assessments aligned to STAAR
standards using the TAG Test Item Bank and collect
data in TEKScore (i.e., plain paper, OMR, online
student responses or manual). We’ll show you how to
eﬀortlessly analyze results by establishing the 1-click
reports using the Dashboards and we’ll also take a
look at the lead4ward and Data Exports applications
to further analyze trends and dig deeper into student
performance.

7/15/2020

Tech 9

409809

FREE
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COUNSELORS
DMAC Academy
2020 Day 3 :
Creating Student
Plans &
Documentation in
DMAC

Teachers and Administrators can quickly ﬁnd
students, access their state and local assessment
history make adjustments to plans, and record
notes or attach ﬁles and forms. All data seamlessly
travels with the student as they advance from
grade to grade or change campuses. This training
is all about student data. With web-based
applications such as Student Portfolio, FormWorks,
LPAC, RtI, PGP and SSI, users can easily create
digital documentation for individual students.

7/16/2020

Tech 9

409810

FREE

6UP - GT 6 hour
Update
Opportunities

Need your required GT 6 hour update? There will
be sessions for serving GT students in the four
content areas, serving Low SES GT students, as
well as the new state required GT trainings for
counselors and administrators. Upon completion of
the 6 hour sessions, teachers, counselors, and
administrators will receive GT credit.

7/21/2020

Conf
Center
and IS 1
&2

409559

$100 Standard
$50 CSS
$50 GT
Services
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM
Platinum

You, Me and ADHD

Practical strategies for dealing with typical ADHD
Characteristics and academic issues.

7/23/2020

Conf D

409675

$50

Mental Health
Update and Model
Guide Training

Come and hear the latest information regarding
mental health and how it impacts your district and
campus decision making. You will also get an
overview of the new Texas Model for
Comprehensive School Counseling Programs (5th
Edition) released from TEA. Excellent session for
counselors and administrators.

7/28/2020

Conf C

410044

$50

Circle–Up For
Restorative
Practices

This training will focus on an overview of
Restorative Discipline. Participants will learn how to
build Aﬀective Statements and how to use
Community Building circles in the classroom.

7/29/2020

Conf C &
D

409682

$100
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COUNSELORS

Circle–Up For
Restorative
Practices

This training will focus on an overview of
Restorative Discipline. Participants will learn how to
build Aﬀective Statements and how to use
Community Building circles in the classroom.

7/29/2020

Conf C &
D

409682

$100

TexQuest Resources
for College, Career
and Military
Readiness

Learn how TexQuest state-supported digital
resources for K-12 public and open-enrollment
charter school students help with college, career,
and military connections. In the morning, explore
resources from Gale/Cengage with magazine,
newspaper, and even academic journal articles
grouped by career area, as well as resources with
features to support college level research and
exploration. Information about Chilton Library,
Gale’s automotive repair resource (with ASE test
prep) will be included. In the afternoon, dig into the
new Learning Express resources from EBSCO. Find
exam prep materials for AP, ACT, SAT, TSI, ASVAB,
and many career certiﬁcation exams. Learn how
students can take interest and skills inventories,
explore careers, write resumes and letters, and
even search for colleges, scholarships, and jobs.
Available materials include practice tests, ebooks,
and tutorials for school and career success.

7/30/2020

Conf B

411342

FREE
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DATA MANAGEMENT
DMAC Academy 2020
Day 1 : State Data,
Appraisals, Forms &
School Plans

Learn how to utilize the pieces of DMAC
speciﬁcally designed for Administrators,
Counselors, Testing Coordinators, Teachers,
Interventionists and other campus or district
staﬀ members. We’ll share tips and tricks
highlighting relevant reports to analyze,
trend, and compare STAAR and TELPAS
data along with how to generate reports
related to accountability measures. We will
also show you how to create online forms in
FormWorks®, document appraisals (T-TESS
& T-PESS), and demo our new PlanWorks™
piece for your DIPs and CIPs!

7/14/2020

Tech 9

409808

FREE

DMAC Academy 2020
Day 2 : Local
Assessments, Data and
More!

Learn how to more eﬃciently drive student
growth and improve instruction using local
data. Create quality local assessments
aligned to STAAR standards using the TAG
Test Item Bank and collect data in TEKScore
(i.e., plain paper, OMR, online student
responses or manual). We’ll show you how
to
eﬀortlessly
analyze
results
by
establishing the 1-click reports using the
Dashboards and we’ll also take a look at the
lead4ward and Data Exports applications to
further analyze trends and dig deeper into
student performance.

7/15/2020

Tech 9

409809

FREE

DMAC Academy 2020
Day 3 : Creating Student
Plans & Documentation
in DMAC

Teachers and Administrators can quickly
ﬁnd students, access their state and local
assessment history make adjustments to
plans, and record notes or attach ﬁles and
forms. All data seamlessly travels with the
student as they advance from grade to
grade or change campuses. This training is
all about student data. With web-based
applications such as Student Portfolio,
FormWorks, LPAC, RtI, PGP and SSI, users
can easily create digital documentation for
individual students.

7/16/2020

Tech 9

409810

FREE
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DYSLEXIA

New Foundations Fluency &
Comprehension : The
Cakewalk to Reading

Participants in this session will learn about
the connection of reading ﬂuency and
comprehension and how they relate to
our new ELAR TEKS. Participants will
practice
hands-on,
multisensory
strategies to make ﬂuency fun in the
morning, and dive deep into multisensory
comprehension
strategies
in
the
afternoon.

2/7/2020

Tech 9

409483

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

New Foundations Vivid, Vivacious,
Vocabulary

Eﬀective
vocabulary
instruction
is
multidimensional
and
intentional.
Participants will learn about best
practices for the components of
vocabulary
which
is,
basically,
comprehension at the word level.
Participants will engage in hands-on,
multisensory activities for selecting words
to teach as well as instructional strategies
for teaching word families, aﬃxes,
synonyms, antonyms, ﬁgurative language,
cognates, etc. Participants will also
engage in hands-on strategies for
building vocabulary development across
all
language
domains--listening,
speaking, reading, and writing which are
intertwined into all of the new ELAR TEKS.

3/24/2020

Conf B

409490

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Texas Dyslexia
Update--Sponsored
by Region 18
Special Education
Dept.

In this full-day session, veteran school
attorney Dave Richards will guide you
though the 2018 Dyslexia Handbook
(Orange Book) to explain the
interaction of the Texas dyslexia law
with Section 504 and IDEA, and the
process of screening, identiﬁcation,
evaluation and serving eligible
students with dyslexia. He will also
provide insights into the adult world
after high school and what students
with dyslexia will encounter in the
workplace or as they further their
education under the relatively limited
protections of the adult ADA
regulations. He’ll also discuss dual
enrollment, SAT accommodations
and documentation, and the impact
of disability, services and medication
on entry into the armed services.
Questions are encouraged.

6/10/2020

Conf. A,B

413699

$75
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DYSLEXIA
Magniﬁcent
Morphemes:
Advanced Word Study
for Upper Elementary,
Middle School, and
High School

Morphology is a path to improved
vocabulary and reading, comprehension,
reading ﬂuency, and spelling and writing
ﬂuency. It is a best practices path both for
struggling readers as well as our EL
population and our college bound
students. Participants will engage in
hands-on, multisensory strategies to take
back to their students whether they are
struggling or accelerated.

6/16/2020

Conf A

409500

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

The 4 Big D's:
Diﬀerentiating for
Dyslexia,
Dysgraphia,
Dyspellia, and
Related Disorders in
the Regular
Classroom

Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dyspellia
sometimes ﬁercely intersect and other
times stand alone, but they can be
challenging to meet in the regular
classroom setting. Participants will
engage in hands-on activities and
diﬀerentiation strategies to support
struggling readers, writers, and
spellers in the classroom.

6/18/2020

Tech 10

409506

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Putting the Pieces
Together: Solving the
Writing Puzzle for
Struggling Writers

Writing can be very challenging for many
students--those who are dyslexic, those
who are learning English as a second
language, and those who are hesitant for
many reasons about getting their thoughts
down on paper. Participants in this
workshop will learn hands-on strategies
that speciﬁcally address pre-writing skills
as well as the writing process for all
students.

6/25/2020

Conf A

409503

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

SPP 7 & COSF: Connecting This training is for all who work with Early
the Dots
Childhood Special Education (ECSE) students
to learn about State Performance Plan
Indicator 7 (SPP 7) as well as the Child
Outcomes
Summary
(COS)
process.
Participants will gain knowledge of the three
Early Childhood Outcomes, why and how this
data is collected, and how to complete the
Child Outcomes Summary Form (COSF). The
Early
Childhood
Outcomes
and
Prekindergarten
Guidelines
Alignment
Document will be used as a resource for
understanding skill development in young
children.

2/5/2020

IS-1

399809

$25

Two-Day CIRCLE Training

In this two day training, participants will learn
and discuss best practices in prekindergarten.
Activities will be presented that cover
Phonological
Awareness,
Language
Development, Read Alouds, Math, Letter
Knowledge
as
well
as
classroom
management and set up. Each participant will
receive a CIRCLE manual which is ﬁlled with
activities that are easy to implement! This
training does count for HQPK hours.

2/10-11/2020

Tech 9 & 10

392461

$150

PreK Series: Writing

Believe it or not, kids love to scribble, draw,
and even write! Come learn the stages of
writing and how to grow your kids’ writing
through four diﬀerent writing experiences:
modeled,
shared,
interactive
and
independent.

2/27/2020

IS-1

399033

$25

Emergent Literacy
Activities Make and Take
for ECSE, Pre-K and/or
Life-Skills Classrooms

In this session, participants will explore
various small group activities for targeting
emergent reading skills based on student
progress monitoring data. The small group
lessons cover many skills within the
phonological awareness continuum as well as
letter knowledge. Attendees will leave with
ready-made activities and materials to
immediately use in their classroom.

3/4/2020

IS-1

402874

$75
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
PreK Series: Letter
Knowledge

This course focuses on playful yet
purposeful strategies
for
introducing
prekindergarten children to letters. This
includes upper case, lower case, and
environmental print.

3/24/2020

IS-1

399034

$25

PreK Series: Science

This course presents research-based
methods and tools to help teachers plan for,
teach, and assess children's understanding
of developmentally appropriate Pre-K
science experiences.

4/30/2020

IS-1

407485

$25
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ELAR
Participants in this session will learn about
the connection of reading ﬂuency and
comprehension and how they relate to our
new ELAR TEKS. Participants will practice
hands-on, multisensory strategies to make
ﬂuency fun in the morning and dive deep
into multisensory comprehension strategies
in the afternoon.

2/7/2020

Tech 9

409483

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Shooting for the STAARs Learn to use timed writings and revising and
Through Everyday
editing activities that align to STAAR to build
Writing
students' conﬁdence and competencies.

2/19/2020

Tech 9

409484

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

New Foundations Fluency &
Comprehension : The
Cakewalk to Reading

Region 18 Dyslexia
Network Meeting

Participants in this session will learn about
the newest updates on the Dyslexia
Handbook 2018 Update and be guided
through best practices guidelines for setting
up a dyslexia district policy and program.

TBD

TBD

TBD

Kids Are Citizens, Too!

Kids need to understand civics too! Join us
as we explore hands-on activities and
children’s literature that will help teachers
lay a foundation for teaching responsible
citizenship and celebrating America’s beliefs
and principles. The institute will provide
resources to address the characteristics of
good citizens, the need for rules and laws,
and the respect for authority, as well as the
symbols, customs, and celebrations that
represent
America’s
identity.
These
concepts are explored through guided and
shared
reading/writing
opportunities
appropriate for kindergarten through 3rd
grade students.To support the teaching of
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills
(TEKS) a variety of rich materials such as
historical children’s books, primary sources,
poems, songs, and biographies are part of
the professional learning.

3/19/2020

Conf C,D

409395

FREE
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ELAR
New Foundations Vivid, Vivacious,
Vocabulary

Eﬀective
vocabulary
instruction
is
multidimensional and intentional. Participants
will learn about best practices for the
components of vocabulary which is, basically,
comprehension at the word level. Participants
will engage in hands-on, multisensory activities
for selecting words to teach as well as
instructional strategies for teaching word
families, aﬃxes, synonyms, antonyms, ﬁgurative
language, cognates, etc. Participants will also
engage in hands-on strategies for building
vocabulary development across all language
domains--listening, speaking, reading , and
writing which are intertwined into all of the new
ELAR TEKS.

3/24/2020

Conf B

409490

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

The Seven Wonders of
the Writing World

Because writing sits in the nosebleed section of
language development, it is HARD. This session
will peel away the diﬃculties that many
students experience in writing from the
sub-skills of handwriting, syntax, and spelling
and then build writing skills back up into the
sentence, paragraph, and essay level.
Participants will engage in hands-on activities
that address the writing process and as well as
the ingredients of a good writing recipe--ideas,
organization, word choice, voice, sentence
ﬂuency, and presentation.

3/25/2020

Tech 9

409494

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Elearning Book Study"A
Land We Can Share":
Teaching Literacy to
Students with Autism by
Paula Kluth and Kelly
Chandler-Olcott

Passionate and practical, A Land We Can Share,
moves beyond "sight words" and other
functional literacy skills and provides the
know-how for bringing quality, meaningful
literacy instruction to students with autism and
other neurodiverse learning styles. This online
book study will require registered participants
to answer discussion prompts and respond to
at least two other online participants. Class
Start Date – April 1, Completion Date - April 30;
12 hr CPEs; The course is online and at your
convenience, you do not have to login at any
speciﬁc time.

4/1-30 /2020

Online

410636

$25.00
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ELAR
Join your colleagues in a fun-ﬁlled day as we take
a tour of the new High School ELAR TEKS. We
think you will be pleased with the vertical
alignment and the emphasis not only on reading
and writing, but also, listening, speaking, and
THINKING! Pricing includes a K-12 Vertical
Alignment document.

5/27/2020

Tech 9

409485

$160 Standard
$60 CSS
$50 TM
$40 TM Gold
$30 TM Platinum

Using ELAR Strategies Come learn strategies to help your students
to Improve
decipher instruction and questions presented in
Comprehension in Math math class. Using ELAR comprehension strategies,
your students will begin to have a deeper
understanding of mathematical processes.

5/28/2020

Tech 9

409495

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum Fee
waived for STEM
Collaborative

Drilling Down Into the
New ELAR 9-12 TEKS

Amp up College &
Career Connections
Using TexQuest

If you haven't seen all that's available in TexQuest,
come and check out resources for college and
career exploration, test prep and more.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409496

FREE

TexQuest & CTE

Don't miss all that TexQuest has to oﬀer CTE
teachers and others wanting to encourage a
college going culture. Explore everything from
careers, entering the military questions to building
workplace skills. There are even resources directly
tied to CTE courses like certiﬁcation test prep and
the complete Chilton automotive library. You will
learn how to use resources to satisfy your TxCTE
scope and sequence.

6/1/2020

Tech 9

409499

FREE

Deep Dive Into the New Join your colleagues in a fun-ﬁlled day as we take
ELAR TEKS
a tour of the new High School ELAR TEKS. We
think you will be pleased with the vertical
alignment and the emphasis not only on reading
and writing, but also, listening, speaking, and
THINKING! Pricing includes a K-12 Vertical
Alignment document.
10th Grade - 6/8/2020
11th & 12th Grade - 6/9/2020
9th Grade - 6/15/2020

6/8/2020
6/9/2020
6/15/2020

Tech 9
Tech 9
Tech 10

409502
409504
409507

$160 Standard
$60 CSS
$50 TM
$40 TM Gold
$30 TM Platinum
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ELAR
Engaging Literature Students that love good literature are often the same 6/9/2020
in Mathematics:
children who struggle with mathematics. Come AM Session
Grades K - 2
explore how to stimulate math learning by integrating
math through children's literature!!! Walk away with
classroom-ready ideas on how to incorporate several
literature books into your current curriculum and utilize
ELAR & Mathematics TEKS with great children's books.

Conf A

409513

$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum Fee
waived for STEM
Collaborative

Engaging Literature Students that love good literature are often the same 6/9/2020
in Mathematics:
children who struggle with mathematics. Come PM Session
Grades 3 - 5
explore how to stimulate math learning by integrating
math through children's literature!!! Walk away with
classroom-ready ideas on how to incorporate several
literature books into your current curriculum and utilize
ELAR & Mathematics TEKS with great children's books.

Conf A

409515

$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative

Vacationing with
Vivacious
Vocabulary

Eﬀective vocabulary instruction is multidimensional
and intentional. Participants will learn best practices
and evidence-based strategies for the components of
vocabulary (comprehension at the word level).
Hands-on, multisensory activities addressing listening,
speaking, reading, and intertwining with the new ELAR
TEKS will be included. Inclusion strategies for students
with autism and other neurodiverse learners will be
incorporated. .

6/9/2020

Conf D

409893

$50

Texas Dyslexia
Update--Sponsored
by Region 18 Special
Education Dept.

In this full-day session, veteran school attorney Dave
Richards will guide you though the 2018 Dyslexia
Handbook (Orange Book) to explain the interaction of
the Texas dyslexia law with Section 504 and IDEA, and
the process of screening, identiﬁcation, evaluation and
serving eligible students with dyslexia. He will also
provide insights into the adult world after high school
and what students with dyslexia will encounter in the
workplace or as they further their education under the
relatively limited protections of the adult ADA
regulations and more!

6/10/2020

Getting the Genre
Multiple genres are woven into every strand of the new 6/11/2020
Gist in the New ELAR ELAR TEKS. Students must understand the text
TEKS
structure of various genres in order to be able to analyze
text eﬀectively. Participants will engage in hands-on
activities to support deep learning of genre speciﬁc text
structure. They will learn and apply strategies for
teaching comprehension both within the literary genres
and nonﬁction genres of literature for both reading and
writing. Fiction, poetry, literary nonﬁction, expository,
informational, and persuasive genres will be targeted.

Conf A,B

413699

Tech 9

409497

$75

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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ELAR

Magniﬁcent
Morphemes: Advanced
Word Study for Upper
Elementary, MIddle
School, and High
School

Morphology is a path to improved vocabulary
and reading, reading comprehension, reading
ﬂuency, and spelling and writing ﬂuency. It is a
best practices path both for struggling readers
as well as our EL population and our college
bound students. Participants will engage in
hands-on, multisensory strategies to take back
to their students whether they are struggling or
accelerated.

6/16/2010

Conf A

409500

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

The 4 Big D's:
Diﬀerentiating for
Dyslexia, Dysgraphia,
Dyspellia, and Related
Disorders in the
Regular Classroom

Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dyspellia sometimes
ﬁercely intersect and other times stand alone,
but they can be challenging to meet in the
regular classroom setting. Participants will
engage in hands-on activities and diﬀerentiation
strategies to support struggling readers, writers,
and spellers in the classroom.

6/18/2020

Tech 10

409506

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Liberty Kids!

Join us for this two-day institute as we explore
how to integrate language arts and social
studies curriculum to build your students'
knowledge of civics. Social studies concepts are
explored
through
guided
and
shared
reading/writing opportunities appropriate for
kindergarten through 3rd- grade students. To
support the teaching of the Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) a variety of rich
materials such as historical children’s books,
primary sources, poems, songs, and biographies
are part of the professional learning.

6/22-23/2020

Conf B

409145

FREE

Putting the Pieces
Together: Solving the
Writing Puzzle for
Struggling Writers

Writing can be very challenging for many
students--those who are dyslexic, those who are
learning English as a second language, and
those who are hesitant for many reasons about
getting their thoughts down on paper.
Participants in this workshop will learn hands-on
strategies that speciﬁcally address pre-writing
skills as well as the writing process for all
students.

6/25/2020

Conf A

409503

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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ELAR
Drilling Down Into the
New ELAR 9-12 TEKS

Join your colleagues in a fun-ﬁlled day as we
take a tour of the new High School ELAR TEKS.
We think you will be pleased with the vertical
alignment and the emphasis not only on reading
and writing, but also, listening, speaking, and
THINKING! Pricing includes a K-12 Vertical
Alignment document.

6/30/2020

Conf A

409511

$160 Standard
$60 CSS
$50 TM
$40 TM Gold
$TM Platinum

Buying Into
Brain-Based Learning

The brain is a master juggler tossing up many
balls at one time in order to process information.
Participants will engage in hands-on,
brain-based, learning strategies to increase
motivation, memory retention, socio-emotional
learning, and classroom culture.

7/1/2020

Conf A

409505

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Cross-Curricular Lesson Bring excitement into your classroom with
Planning & Design
authentic cross-curricular activities that will
engage students' critical thinking as they
participate in real-world tasks. Set the stage for
student self-selection of topics and products
that will demonstrate mastery of required
content and ensure diﬀerentiation in the
classroom.

7/1/2020

Conf C

409511

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Shooting for the
STAARs Through
Everyday Writing

Learn to use timed writings and revising and
editing activities that align to STAAR to build
students' conﬁdence and competencies.

7/2/2020

Conf A

409516

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Writing Across the
Genres

A deeper look at writing across the genres
through the lense of the new 9-12 TEKS and
strands

7/20/2020

Conf C

409518

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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ELAR

Teaching Text Structure This training is designed with science teachers in
for Writing in Science
mind! Guide your students to write like a scientist
using text structures, such as sequence, cause
and eﬀect, description, compare and contrast,
and problem and solution. Teach your students
to write with purpose, whether it be to persuade,
inform, entertain, explain, or analyze.

7/23/2020

Conf B

409525

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Top Ten Tips for New
Teachers

7/30/2020

Conf C,D

409718

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

Want to learn some tips and strategies to
navigate the world of ﬁrst year teaching? Join us
for a Top 10 List of essential foundational blocks
to help you have a successful school year!

HB 3 Reading
Academies
Training Dates
Coming soon!
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FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment Laying the
Foundation

Not only is the Comprehensive Needs Assessment
(CNA) requirements under Title I-A, but it is also the
foundation
to
building
your
District/Campus
Improvement Plans and ensuring eﬃcient use of funds
to improve student achievement. In this session, ESC
personnel will provide districts with information on how
to complete and document the CNA process. Further,
districts will receive tools and resources to help them
perform a compliant and eﬀective CNA.

2/18/2020

Conf A /
Distance
Learning

392834

FREE

Campus
Improvement Plan
Training - Developing
your Blueprints for
Achievement

District and Campus Improvement Plans, required under
Title I-A, act as blueprints for implementing strategies
and activities in order to address district/campus
weaknesses. Beyond being a compliance requirement,
good district and campus improvement plans also
provide direction on how to allocate federal funds. In
this session, ESC staﬀ will provide attendees with Title
I-A requirements for the D/CIP, tools and checklists, and
best practices for completing both plans.

2/18/2020

Conf A /
Distance
Learning

392839

FREE

Parent & Family
Engagement
Collaboration Connecting
Compliance with
Eﬀective Partnerships

Understanding the Parent and Family Engagement
requirements of Title I-A does not always mean
understanding how to put them into practice. In this
session, Title I districts from Region 18 will collaborate
on how to implement the requirements of Title I-A for
PFE in order to reach and engage families. Districts will
share ideas, best practices, barriers, and solutions in
order to build an eﬀective plan for creating meaningful
parent and family partnerships.

5/20/2020

Conf C /
Distance
Learning

397577 A part FREE
of FPD
Meeting
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GIFTED & TALENTED
Visit www.esc18.net to learn more about ONLINE GT opportunities!

GT 30 Hour Trainings

A minimum of thirty clock hours of professional development is
required for teachers who provide instruction and services that are a
part of the district's deﬁned GT services. Teachers are required to have
completed the thirty hours of professional development prior to their
assignment to the district's GT services.
GT Day 1 - Nature and Needs

6/22/2020

Tech 9

407959

GT Day 2 - Identiﬁcation and
Assessment

6/23/2020

Tech 9

407960

GT Day 3 - Diﬀerentiation for GT
Students

6/24/2020

Tech 9

407961

GT Day 4 - Critical and Creative
Thinking

6/25/2020

Tech 9

407962

GT Day 5 - Adding Depth and
Complexity

6/26/2020

Tech 9

407964

Conf Center
and IS 1 & 2

409559

6UP - GT 6 hour update Need your required GT 6 hour 7/21/2020
opportunities
update? Region 18 is hosting 6UP
- GT 6 hour update opportunities
on July 21 @ Region 18 ESC.
There will be sessions for serving
GT students in the four content
areas, serving low SES GT
students, as well as the new
state required GT trainings for
counselors and administrators.
Upon completion of the 6 hour
sessions, teachers, counselors,
and administrators will receive
GT credit.

$100 Standard
$50 CSS
$50 GT Services
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

$100 Standard
$50 CSS
$50 GT Services
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

MATH
MATHEMATICS

Purposeful Practice:
TEKS-Based, STAAR
Review Activities for
Mathematics

33

How might we purposefully and eﬀectively review important mathematics
concepts for STAAR assessments? Come explore and experience a variety of
activities where students practice and apply important grade-level topics to
cement their learning.
Grade 5

2/26/2020

Conf D

401218

Grade 8

2/26/2020

Info Systems

401220

Grade 3

3/31/2020

Conf A

401221

Grade 6

3/31/2020

Conf B

401222

Algebra 1 EOC

3/31/2020

Conf C

401223

Grade 4

4/1/2020

Conf C

401224

Grade 7

4/1/2020

Conf D

401225

Using ELAR Strategies to Come learn strategies to help your students decipher instruction and questions
Improve Comprehension presented in math class. Using ELAR comprehension strategies, your students will
begin to have a deeper understanding of mathematical processes.
in Math
Grades 6 - 12

Engaging Literature in
Mathematics

What in the World are
They Thinking?: Writing in
the Mathematics
Classroom

5/28/2020

Tech 9

409495

Students that love good literature are often the same children who struggle with
mathematics. Come explore how to stimulate math learning by integrating math
through children's literature!!! Walk away with classroom-ready ideas on how to
incorporate several literature books into your current curriculum and utilize ELAR &
Mathematics TEKS with great children's books.
Grades K - 2

6/9/2020 AM

Conf A

409513

Grades 3 - 5

6/9/2020 PM

Conf A

409515

The power of active learning is to lead a culture of reﬂection, reﬁnement and action
within the mathematics classroom. At its best, technology can be used as a tool to
foster creativity and connect people and everyday life. Writing allows a pathway for
students to expand their higher-order thinking when applying mathematics to
real-world concepts. It provides a pathway for communication, deepening
understanding of important concepts, and justiﬁcation of reasoning. Together, we’ll
look at how technology can coalesce the world of mathematics and writing to
enhance academic success.
Grades 3-5

6/9/2020 AM

Conf B

409550

Grades 6-12

6/9/2020 PM

Conf B

409552

$170 Standard
$70 CSS
$60 TM
$50 TM Gold
$40 TM Platinum
Fee waived for
STEM Collaborative

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee waived for
STEM Collaborative
$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative

$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative
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MATH
MATHEMATICS
6/10/2020

Tech 9

412788

Math Manipulatives

Confucius said, "I hear and I forget. I
see and I remember. I do and I
understand." Do you want to use
more "hands on" strategies in your
math class to help your students
understand conceptually? Come
experience
the
power
of
manipulatives as we discover the
purpose behind why manipulatives
are eﬀective and how they can
quickly
change
a
student’s
perception
of
mathematical
concepts.

Mathematics
Achievement
Academies

In the Mathematics Achievement Academy, participants will examine the TEKS for
the respective grade based on learning progressions and critical checkpoints for
understanding, and experience classroom-ready activities, including formative
assessment and follow-up activities that account for learner variability. Come build a
toolkit of strategies and key questions through analysis of activities for students with
disabilities, English language learners, students struggling to learn mathematics,
and gifted learners and explore structures that provide opportunities for meaningful
practice and feedback.! Through hands-on activities, these trainings are designed to
strengthen participants’ knowledge of mathematics’ concepts and processes,
improve overall mathematics instruction, and lead to student success on statewide
assessments and post-secondary readiness.
Grade K-1

6/16-18/2020

Conf CD

409456

Grade 2

6/23-25/2020

Tech 9-10

409454

Grade 3

7/28-30/2020

Tech 9-10

409455
412790

Instructional
Technology in the
Secondary
Mathematics
Classroom

Engage your students and enhance 7/22/2020 AM
your
secondary
mathematics
classroom by implementing a 7/29/2020 AM
variety of digital tools to create a
(Repeat)
modern learning environment.

Conf B

Using the Performance
Assessments in
Algebra II
or
Using the Performance
Assessments in
Geometry

Investigate a variety of ways to 7/22/2020 AM
implement
the
Performance
(Algebra II)
Assessments while planning with
TEKS Resource in your Algebra II or 7/29/2020 PM
Geometry classroom to engage your
(Geometry)
students
and
deepen
their
understanding unit by unit.

Conf B

412792

Conf B

412793

Top Ten Tips for New
Teachers

Want to learn some tips and strategies
to navigate the world of ﬁrst year
teaching? Join us for a Top 10 List of
essential foundational blocks to help
you have a successful school year!

Conf CD

409718

7/30/2020

412791

$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative

FREE

$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative
$75 Standard
$25 CSS
$20 TM
$15 TM Gold
$10TM Platinum
Fee Waived for
STEM Collaborative
$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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NEW TEACHERS
Top Ten Tips for
New Teachers

Want to learn some tips and strategies to navigate 7/30/2020
the world of ﬁrst year teaching? Join us for a Top 10
List of essential foundational blocks to help you have
a successful school year!

Conf C,D

409718

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum

PARAPROFESSIONALS
Paraprofessionals In This training is designed to provide practical
The Classroom
information regarding instructional models, roles and
responsibility, communication strategies, ethics and
resources that may be used by special education
paraprofessionals working with students in a variety of
educational settings.
Treasuring Our
Paraprofessionals

6/24/2020

This workshop provides paraprofessional training 8/10-12/2020
meeting the needs of No Child Left Behind federal
requirements for highly qualiﬁed status for
paraprofessionals. Participants will receive training in
reading, math, writing and classroom management.

Conf C

407454

$50

IS-1

412572

$500

SAFETY
EOP Development
workshop

To support districts in developing a high-quality,
multi-hazard EOP, the Texas School Safety Center will
be hosting a series of no-cost training to assist school
districts, open-enrollment charter schools, and
community colleges through the development and
evaluation of their EOP. Participants are encouraged
to bring a copy of their current EOP to this training.
New legislative requirements will be addressed.

3/3/20

Conf A,B

https://txssc.txstat FREE
e.edu/events/eop
-trainings/

Safety and Security To support districts in meeting the safety and security
Audit Training
audit requirements of Texas Education Code 37.108,
Workshop
the TxSSC has developed a one-day training that
reviews and demonstrates safety and security audit
procedures. New legislative mandates will be
covered and addressed. Participants will have an
opportunity, to identify safety and security issues of
Texas schools and practice the processes of
conducting school safety and security audit. This
course will require a safety and security audit
prerequisite for the TxSSC’s in-person School Safety
and Security Audit Training. The online course will
provide instruction on the audit process including
statutory requirements, the establishment of audit
teams, conducting intruder assessments, conducting
the on-site facility audit, writing reports, making
recommendations, and reporting results.

3/4/20

Conf A,B

https://txssc.txstat FREE
e.edu/events/ss-a
udit-trainings/
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SAFETY

Threat
Assessment
Team Training

This training is open to public ISDs, open-enrollment charter
schools, school-based law enforcement, and any state
agency that serves on an identiﬁed Threat Assessment team.
Please note that in order to serve as many districts and
charter schools, no more than 5 participants per district (ISD)
or charter school will be able to attend the in-person
workshop. Slots will be ﬁlled in the order received. Due to
limited seating, vendors and contractors are not permitted to
register or attend the training. Registrant must be identiﬁed
as a district/charter school Threat Assessment team
member.

6/10/20

Conf C,D

https://txssc.txstate FREE
.edu/events/

Digital Threat
Assessment
Training

An overall assessment of risk cannot be determined without
looking at social media and online activity. It is imperative to
understand the tools and methods available to identify
online threat-related behavior. Real-life case examples will
be used from subject matter expert work across North
America and a signiﬁcant portion of the day will be spent
conducting hands-on searching exercises through the most
current social media sites and applications. Learning
Outcomes: Digital footprint’s role in risk assessment for
violence potential. Use of social media for public safety and
emergency management. Capturing and documenting
open-source social media for data collection and
information
gathering
purposes.
Procedural
recommendations for law enforcement and school
administration. An understanding of current social media
platforms and associated risks. * Participants will need to
bring a fully charged laptop, MacBook, Microsoft Surface or
Google Chromebook in order to get the most from the
hands-on portion of the training. Tablets are not compatible
with some aspects of the training and searching capabilities
are restricted with iPads.

6/11/20

Conf C,D

https://txssc.txstate FREE
.edu/events/

TCOLE 4064

The TxSSC School-Based Law Enforcement training division
will host 40, TCOLE #4064, 20-hour, two-day training to help
school districts comply with recent legislative changes. SB 11
(OC Sec 1701.263 b) requires a district employing a
peace/resource oﬃcer to create a policy requiring oﬃcers to
complete education and training before or within 180 days of
placement (the 30,000-enrollment minimum no longer
applies).

TBD

Tech 10

https://txssc.txstate FREE
.edu/events/
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SCIENCE
Computer
Science, STEM,
and the
Elementary
Classroom

Computer Science is an ideal avenue for
integrating STEM into a classroom. During this
session, we will explore how this looks at the
elementary level. Join us for this engaging,
hands-on session and leave with ideas and
strategies
that
you
can
implement
immediately.

2/19/2020

Science
Classroom

401215

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Succeeding with
Stations in
Middle School
Science

If you would like to grow your knowledge of
how to incorporate stations into your middle
school science classroom, this session is for
you! Participants will explore best practices for
using stations in the classroom and leave with
multiple sets of stations that are aligned to the
middle school science TEKS. Time will also be
provided to practice creating your own stations
using resources you already have, including
TEKS Resource System.

6/16/2020

Science
Classroom

409198

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Project WILD!
K-5

Project WILD is one of the most widely-used
conservation and environmental education
programs among educators of K-12 students.
The program emphasizes wildlife because of
their intrinsic, ecological value as well as their
role in teaching how ecosystems function. The
activities found in Project WILD instructional
materials support the TEKS and provide
cross-curricular connections. In this session,
we will explore activities that are aligned to the
TEKS for grades K-5. Participants will receive a
Curriculum and Activity Guide and a ﬂash drive
with additional resources.

6/17/2020

Science
Classroom

409895

$185 Standard
$85 CSS
$75 TM
$65 TM Gold
$55 TM Platinum
$35 STEM Collaborative

Grades 6-8
Science
Academies

If you didn't get a chance to attend our Science 6/23-24/2020
Academies in the past, here is your opportunity
to explore and have these quality activities!
The materials in the Academies were created
by TEA and Region 4 ESC and are tightly
aligned to the middle school science TEKS.
The format of this session is hands-on and
active. Resources provided address the "Force,
Motion, & Energy" and "Earth & Space" TEKS
strands in grades 6, 7, and 8.

Science
Classroom

409203

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Biology EOC
Review
Fold-a-lope
2-day workshop

A hands-on creation session and exploration of
web tools available for your classroom. Utilize
best practices to reach, teach, and challenge
your students to analyze and synthesize in the
digital world and your Science Classroom.

Science
Classroom

409611

$185 Standard
$85 CSS
$75 TM
$65 TM Gold
$55 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

7/1-2/2020
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SCIENCE

"Inquirizing"
Your Labs in
Middle School
Science

Are you interested in moving beyond
cookbook labs and incorporating more inquiry
into your science labs? Participants in this
session will explore best practices in moving
their lab activities up the inquiry levels as well
as how to incorporate more student critical
thinking and communication skills. Time will be
provided throughout the day for practice and
collaboration, so that participants will leave
with "inquirized" labs ready to go.

7/16/2020

Science
Classroom

409204

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Teaching Text
Structure for
Writing in
Science

This training is designed with science teachers
in mind! Guide your students to write like a
scientist using text structures, such as
sequence, cause and eﬀect, description,
compare and contrast, and problem and
solution. Teach your students to write with
purpose, whether it be to persuade, inform,
entertain, explain, or analyze.

7/23/2020

Conf B

409525

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Stuck on You at
the CDRI K-12

The Chihuahuan Desert Nature Center invites
you to ﬁnd out about cactus of the Chihuahuan
Desert. We’ll inform you about the adaptations
made by cacti in order to survive in the desert,
give you tips and ideas about starting a cactus
garden in your classroom or on the school
grounds, and share the ethnobotany of cacti –
its uses, its beneﬁts, and the folklore that
surrounds cactus. We’ll also have some ideas
about incorporating what you know about cacti
in mathematics, science, literature, social
studies, and art. Enjoy a brown-bag lunch from
Stone Village Market, and as a bonus, learn
about bird basics on a birding walk after lunch.

7/28/2020

CDRI in Fort
Davis, TX

409612

$15.00

Top Ten Tips for
New Teachers

Want to learn some tips and strategies to
navigate the world of ﬁrst year teaching? Join
us for a Top 10 List of essential foundational
blocks to help you have a successful school
year!

7/30/2020

Conf C,D

409718

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Ready, Set, Go-Reaching
for the STAARS 8th Grade

In
the
8th
grade
Ready,
Set,
Go—Reaching for the STAARS, the
Law-Related Education team built upon
the success of our Teaching the Tough
TEKS training and identiﬁed another unit
of study to support teachers and
complement existing curriculum. The
afternoon portion of the training will be
devoted to resources and strategies to
review for state assessments. Working
with consultants, participants will learn
and receive valuable content, methods,
and resources. Content presentations are
reinforced with practical activities which
will be made available to participants free
of charge.

3/18/2020

Conf C,D

409360

FREE

3/18/2020

Conf A,B

409366

FREE

Morning Session: Teaching the Civil War
and Reconstruction
Afternoon Session: We’ve Taught the
TEKS, Now Let’s Tackle the Test
Lunch will be provided.

Ready, Set, Go-Reaching
for the STAARS High
School

In the High School Ready, Set,
Go—Reaching for the STAARS, the
Law-Related Education team built upon
the success of our Teaching the Tough
TEKS training and identiﬁed another unit
of study to support teachers and
complement existing curriculum. The
afternoon portion of the training will be
devoted to resources and strategies to
review
for
state
assessments.
Morning Session: Contemporary America:
1970s
to
the
Present
Afternoon Session: We’ve Taught the
TEKS, Now Let’s Tackle the Test
Lunch will be provided.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Kids Are Citizens, Too!

Kids need to understand civics too! Join
us as we explore hands-on activities and
children’s literature that will help teachers
lay a foundation for teaching responsible
citizenship and celebrating America’s
beliefs and principles. The institute will
provide resources to address the
characteristics of good citizens, the need
for rules and laws, and the respect for
authority, as well as the symbols,
customs, and celebrations that represent
America’s identity. These concepts are
explored through guided and shared
reading/writing opportunities appropriate
for kindergarten through 3rd grade
students. To support the teaching of the
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills
(TEKS) a variety of rich materials such as
historical children’s books, primary
sources, poems, songs, and biographies
are part of the professional learning.

3/19/2020

Conf C,D

409395

FREE

Lone Star Government

Join Law-Related Education in this NEW
two day institute that provides an
opportunity for teachers to explore the
eras of Texas history, the uniqueness of
Texas government and events that have
shaped modern Texas.
Learn, with scholars and consultants, how
to stimulate student thinking using our
new Texas History Event cards. Whether
pre-teaching, reviewing, or diﬀerentiating
a unit of study, these resources will
improve your teaching. Participants will
receive access to all materials.

6/8-9/2020

Tech 9

409453

FREE

Liberty Kids!

Join us for this two-day institute as we
explore how to integrate language arts
and social studies curriculum to build
your students' knowledge of civics. This
institute
provides
professional
development for teachers incorporating
these
social
studies
concepts:
community, government, and history
through content-area literacy best
practices.

6/22-23/2020

Conf B

409457

FREE
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SOCIAL STUDIES
American History
Challenge: Helping
Teach the Tough TEKS
(8th Grade)

In this two-day, 12-hour institute, the
Law-Related Education (LRE) team
identiﬁed TEKS that are challenging to
American History students such as the
Domestic and Foreign Policies of the
Early Presidents, the Development of
American
Political
Parties,
and
Reconstruction. Working with scholars
and consultants, participants will learn
and receive valuable methods and
resources. Content presentations are
reinforced with practical activities which
will be made available to participants.
This institute is designed to target low
performing 8th grade TEKS and to
complement existing curriculum. Lunch
will be provided.

7/22-23/2020

Conf A

409155

FREE

American History
Challenge: Helping
Teach the Tough TEKS
(High School)

In this two-day, 12-hour institute, the
Law-Related Education (LRE) team
identiﬁed TEKS that are challenging to
American History students such as
Gilded and Progressive Era, New Deal,
Cold War, and Civil Rights. Working with
scholars and consultants, participants
will learn and receive valuable methods
and resources. Content presentations
are reinforced with practical activities
which will be made available to
participants. This institute is designed to
target low performing 11th grade TEKS
and to complement existing curriculum.
Lunch will be provided.

7/22-23/2020

Conf C

409156

FREE

Top Ten Tips for New
Teachers

Want to learn some tips and strategies
to navigate the world of ﬁrst year
teaching? Join us for a Top 10 List of
essential foundational blocks to help
you have a successful school year!

7/30/2020

Conf C,D

409718

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
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Specially Designed
Instruction

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SDI (Specially Designed Instruction) is speciﬁc to a student who 2/18/2020
qualiﬁes for special education services and is necessary to help
the student master IEP goals/objectives. This session will give
participants a better understanding of Specially Designed
Instruction and how to implement it in the classroom.

CPI (Crisis Prevention This full day workshop will teach participants how to identify the 2/21/2020
Intervention)
diﬀerent crisis development stages and appropriate staﬀ
responses. Participants will also learn strategies for dealing with
an individual in crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This
is an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the enhanced
version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired. Participants must
attend the full day.
Engaging Children
with ASD in Social
Communication
Webinar Parts I and II

Most of us are thoroughly trained academically and well-versed 2/21/2020
in theory, but we all know what it is like to run out of engaging
ideas to use with our clients. These two 3-hour webinars
3/20/2020
endeavor to reinforce professional practice repertoires with 30
ready-to-use lessons, activities and games that can be
immediately downloaded and put into use. Participants will be
shown
how
to
access
Joel's
website,
AutismTeachingStrategies.com and to download and use
dozens of free printout games, activities, worksheets, slide
presentations and lessons on the topics of conversation,
relationships and emotional regulations. In both webinars, Joel
will clearly explain the free materials, and with abundant
pictures he will show how to use them. The featured resources
include: games, drawing activities and worksheets to promote
learning about peers; picture card-matching activities to help
ﬁnd common ground in conversation; games and activities to
troubleshoot diverse aspects of peer relationships; simple and
eﬀective ways to incorporate use of video camera into social
skills work. The featured resources are for children with high
functioning autism age 6 to 16.

CPI (Crisis Prevention This full day workshop will teach participants how to identify the 3/27/2020
Intervention)
diﬀerent crisis development stages and appropriate staﬀ
responses. Participants will also learn strategies for dealing with
an individual in crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This
is an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the enhanced
version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired. Participants must
attend the full day.

IS-1

409154

$25

Tech 9

397292

$95

Webinar
Part I

399231

FREE

Webinar
Part II

399279

FREE

Tech 9

397293

$95
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SPED
SPECIAL
EDUCATION
Online

410636

$25

4/14/2020

Webinar

397576

FREE

Designed for educators and parents of individuals with complex
needs this interactive training will help educators and parents
implement learning activities that are interesting, useful,
evidence-based and motivational to your students. Children
with visual impairments, deafblindness and other physical and
cognitive disabilities are no diﬀerent from other learners in that
they need to feel safe, comfortable and be motivated in order to
learn. This training, developed in conjunction with Dr. Lilli
Neilsen and TSBVI, addresses evidence-based teaching
strategies and activities appropriate and practical for you to
utilize in educational and home environments.

4/15/2020

Tech 10

406012

$25

Co-Teach

In this workshop, we will be discussing the advantages of
inclusion, the 6 approaches to cooperative teaching/new
co-teach guidelines, and how to co-plan in order for students
and teachers to be successful.

4/15/2020

IS-1

407453

$50

Using
Non-Standardized
Assessments to Help
Determine Social
Communication
Need WEBINAR 7s

This seminar will address the need for and use of
non-standardized assessment techniques to help determine
when a child has a pragmatic language disorder. Language use
is variable, culturally informed, and individualized. Therefore,
those who look to deﬁne and describe a disorder need access
to various strategies and methods to relate observed behaviors
and outcomes to expected performance and necessary skills
based on age and communication environment.

4/17/2020

Webinar

399233

FREE

Paraprofessionals In
The Classroom

This training is designed to provide practical information
regarding instructional models, roles and responsibility,
communication strategies, ethics and resources that may be
used by special education paraprofessionals working with
students in a variety of educational settings.

4/21/2020

IS-1

407454

$50

Elearning Book
Study"A Land We Can
Share": Teaching
Literacy to Students
with Autism by Paula
Kluth and Kelly
Chandler

Passionate and practical, A Land We Can Share, moves beyond
04/01 "sight words" and other functional literacy skills and provides the 04/30/2020
know-how for bringing quality, meaningful literacy instruction to
students with autism and other neurodiverse learning styles.
This online book study will require registered participants to
answer discussion prompts and respond to at least two other
online participants.

Writing FIE
Recommendations
Staﬀ will Read (And
Use)

Have you ever been frustrated that your FIE recommendations
are being overlooked or not used? This session will focus on
aligning and streamlining recommendations to multiple
sourced data in a way that is eﬃcient, eﬀective, and judged to
be useful by staﬀ working with struggling learners

Active Learning for
Students with Visual
Impairments and/or
Multiple Disabilities
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
4/29/2020

IS -1

407452

$25

As teachers that diﬀerentiate, we consider student learning
styles, abilities, and interests during our lessons. In this session,
you will receive many strategies that will help meet the learning
needs of all students.

5/5/2020

IS-1

407451

$50

CPI (Crisis Prevention This full day workshop will teach participants how to identify the
Intervention)
diﬀerent crisis development stages and appropriate staﬀ
responses. Participants will also learn strategies for dealing with
an individual in crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This
is an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the enhanced
version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired. Participants must
attend the full day.

5/8/2020

Conf A

397294

$95

Sign Language: Just Sign Language (SEE - Signing Exact English) can be used with a
Another "Handy Tool" variety of populations (babies, ELs, students with signiﬁcant
in the Toolbox
communication delays, even gen ed students for spelling and
emphasis on parts of speech). This sessions will focus on Core
Vocabulary through books and songs. Prerequisite: Bring your
hands and a willingness to have fun!

5/8/2020

Conf AB

410867

$50.00

Speech and
The goal of this session is to provide a framework for designing
Language Evaluation eﬀective, evidence-based evaluation and intervention for
for Young ELLS
ELLs/non-English speaking children receiving speech and
language services. Appropriate therapy goals and objectives
will be discussed, with emphasis on decision-making strategies
for which language and communication areas to target.

5/12/2020

Webinar

397578

FREE

Intervention
Strategies for
Improving Pragmatic
Communication in
School Age Children

5/15/2020

Webinar

399234

FREE

Making Connections: The PLAAFP statement establishes the starting points in
PLAAFP, Goals, & SDI developing annual goals and determining necessary
accommodations and support. Therefore, it is crucial to make
sure it includes all the necessary information in a way that
enables all stakeholders can truly understand the student's
unique and current academic and functional levels. During this
session, participants will review what must be included in a
PLAAFP and how this information drives a student's Specially
Designed Instruction that is legally required
Strategies that
Diﬀerentiate
Instruction

Often children who have communication disorders participate in
intervention activities to which target easily deﬁnable problems
in semantics, morphology, and syntax. These deﬁcits can, in
some cases, be confounded by associated disorders in
language use. Alternatively, pragmatic language disorders may
be the primary communication deﬁcit. This seminar is designed
to consider a variety of ways to provide intervention to children
who are impacted by pragmatic disorders in many settings and
with various skill levels.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Teaching Parenting
The Positive
Discipline Way

Are you open to learning something new about raising children?
Do you want to learn in a fun way? If so, This one day workshop
is designed to give parents the opportunity to learn the
underlying motivations of children's behavior and the role you
play in inﬂuencing that behavior.

5/18/2020

IS-1

407468

FREE

Vacationing with
Vivid Vocabulary

. Eﬀective vocabulary instruction is multidimensional and
intentional. Participants will learn best practices and
evidence-based strategies for the components of vocabulary
(comprehension at the word level). Hands-on, multisensory
activities addressing listening, speaking, reading, and
intertwining with the new ELAR TEKS will be included. Inclusion
strategies for students with autism and other neurodiverse
learners will be incorporated.

6/9/2020

Conf
Room
C/D

409893

$50

CPI (Crisis Prevention This full day workshop will teach participants how to identify the
Intervention)
diﬀerent crisis development stages and appropriate staﬀ
responses. Participants will also learn strategies for dealing with
an individual in crisis using verbal and physical techniques. This
is an initial training for participants who have not been
previously certiﬁed, or previously participated in the enhanced
version, or who's certiﬁcation is expired. Participants must
attend the full day.

6/19/2020

Conf A

397296

$95

Making Vocabulary
Stick

Vocabulary development is crucial to our students' learning.
Learn fun and engaging strategies to help vocabulary stick!
Want to incorporate a word wall but aren't sure where to start?
Then this session is for you! Learn best practices for when, why
and how to use a word wall along with fun games and strategies
to make teaching vocabulary interactive. All students in your
class will beneﬁt!!

6/9/2020

Tech 10

407456

$50

Texas Dyslexia
Update--Sponsored
by the Region 18
Special Education
Department

In this full-day session, veteran school attorney Dave Richards
will guide you though the 2018 Dyslexia Handbook (Orange
Book) to explain the interaction of the Texas dyslexia law with
Section 504 and IDEA, and the process of screening,
identiﬁcation, evaluation and serving eligible students with
dyslexia. He will also provide insights into the adult world after
high school and what students with dyslexia will encounter in
the workplace or as they further their education under the
relatively limited protections of the adult ADA regulations. He’ll
also discuss dual enrollment, SAT accommodations and
documentation, and the impact of disability, services and
medication on entry into the armed services. Questions are
encouraged.

6/10/2020

413699

$75.00
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STEM

Getting Started with
STEM: Incorporating
STEM in the K-2
Classroom

Are you interested in incorporating STEM
into your K-2 classroom but just aren't
sure where to start? Join us for this
session as we identify the components
and best practices of STEM and explore
hands-on, TEKS-aligned STEM activities.
Participants will leave with ideas and
resources to start moving towards STEM
teaching and learning in the classroom.

6/1/2020

Conf A

410012

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Making Connections:
Add Rigor and Inquiry
to Your Classroom
Through STEM Projects:
Grades 3-5

Want to help your students be better
problem-solvers and critical thinkers?
This session will focus on fostering
21st-century skills as we dive in to
real-world challenges that are aligned to
your math and science TEKS.

6/1/2020

Conf B

409610

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Exemplary Teaching
and Learning in the
Secondary STEM
Classroom:
Grades 6-8

STEM is a powerful way to deliver
science and math content while
preparing students for the collaboration,
communication, and critical thinking that
will be required of them in the future. Are
you interested in incorporating STEM
into your classroom but just aren't sure
where to start? Attend this session to
learn about the components and best
practices
for
STEM,
experience
hands-on STEM activities, and dig into
some STEM resources for your
classroom.

6/1/2020

Conf C

409348

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

Integrating Physics &
Algebra I:
Cross-Curricular
Explorations that Build
Student Understanding

How can a knowledge of Physics
enhance your Algebra I course?
Conversely, how can knowing what
students do in Algebra I help you
leverage
additional
learning
opportunities in Physics? Come explore
activities and labs that can be used in
both Algebra I and Physics that move
student learning forward and connect
important topics in an engaging way.

6/1/2020

Conf D

411266

$150 Standard
$50 CSS
$40 TM
$30 TM Gold
$20 TM Platinum
Fee Waived for STEM
Collaborative

TEKS RESOURCE SYSTEM
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TEKS Resource System
Reboot

This session will provide all of the
curriculum updates to the four
content areas, changes to the TEKS
Resource website, new resources
available in the content areas, and
changes being made for the coming
school year. Users of the TEKS
Resource System will leave with an
enhanced understanding on how to
navigate the website as well as
knowledge of the content changes
and the many resources available to
teachers. All participants need to
come up with their user login and
password.

6/23/2020

Conf Room C

407455

Free for Region 18 TEKS
RS districts

TEKS Resource System
Overview and Web
Navigation

This workshop is designed for new
teachers and administrators of TEKS
Resource
System
districts.
Participants will learn how to navigate
the TEKS Resource System website as
well as learn how to implement the
documents in TEKS RS. Participants
receive an overview of the TEKS RS as
well as content updates, new features
in TEKS RS as well as updates to the
system for 2019-20.

6/23/2020

Conf C

407947

Free for Region 18 TEKS
RS districts

7/16/2020
(Repeat
Session)

Conf C

407950

TEKS Resource System
Assessment Creator
Updates

This session is designed for new
teachers and administrators of TEKS
Resource
System
districts.
Participants will learn how to navigate
the
TEKS
Resource
System
Assessment
Creator
and
the
components, such as formative
spirals, unit assessment items, and
backward design.

7/16/2020

Conf Room C

407953

Free for Region 18 TEKS
RS districts

